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Spatial reasoning has a relevant role in mathematics and helps daily computational activities. It is widely assumed that in

cultures with left-to-right reading, numbers are organized along the mental equivalent of a ruler, the mental number line, with

small magnitudes located to the left of larger ones. Patients with right brain damage can disregard smaller numbers while

mentally setting the midpoint of number intervals. This has been interpreted as a sign of spatial neglect for numbers on the left

side of the mental number line and taken as a strong argument for the intrinsic left-to-right organization of the mental number

line. Here, we put forward the understanding of this cognitive disability by discovering that patients with right brain damage

disregard smaller numbers both when these are mapped on the left side of the mental number line and on the right side

of an imagined clock face. This shows that the right hemisphere supports the representation of small numerical magnitudes

independently from their mapping on the left or the right side of a spatial-mental layout. In addition, the study of the anatomical

correlates through voxel-based lesion–symptom mapping and the mapping of lesion peaks on the diffusion tensor imaging-

based reconstruction of white matter pathways showed that the rightward bias in the imagined clock-face was correlated with

lesions of high-level middle temporal visual areas that code stimuli in object-centred spatial coordinates, i.e. stimuli that, like a

clock face, have an inherent left and right side. In contrast, bias towards higher numbers on the mental number line was linked

to white matter damage in the frontal component of the parietal–frontal number network. These anatomical findings show that

the human brain does not represent the mental number line as an object with an inherent left and right side. We conclude that

the bias towards higher numbers in the mental bisection of number intervals does not depend on left side spatial, imagery or

object-centred neglect and that it rather depends on disruption of an abstract non-spatial representation of small numerical

magnitudes.
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Introduction
Spatial reasoning has helped high achievements in mathematics

(Boyer, 1968) and frames simple daily mental computational activ-

ities such as comparing, ordering, adding or subtracting numerical

quantities. At the turn of the 19th century, in two Nature issues

(Galton, 1880a, b) Francis Galton first described the introspective

reports of humans possessing the strong tendency to see numbers

in ‘definite and constant arrangements’ readily and vividly ‘raising

before the mind’s eye’, upon spoken number presentation. Ensuing

studies systematically explored the variety of the introspective

mental-spatial arrangements assigned by healthy adults to the

series of ascending numerals (Seron et al., 1992; Sagiv et al.,

2006). These studies demonstrated that in cultures with left-to-right

reading, numbers are prevalently organized along the mental

equivalent of a ruler, the mental number line, with small magnitudes

located to the left of larger ones. The idea that the introspective

left-to-right arrangement of ascending numerals faithfully reflects

an inherent spatial coding of number magnitudes in the human

brain was endorsed by the observation that humans respond faster

to small numbers when motor responses are released in the left side

of space and to higher numbers when responses are in the right side

of space [i.e. Spatial Numerical Association of Response Code

(SNARC); Dehaene et al., 1993].

An apparently crucial finding adding to this set of data is the

pathological bias towards higher numbers displayed by patients

with right brain damage during the mental bisection of number

intervals (Zorzi et al., 2002), i.e. reporting without calculation

what number is halfway between two other numbers. This has

been ascribed to enhanced attentional bias towards high numbers

on the right side of the mental number line and attentional neglect

for small numbers on the left side of the mental number line.

However, in contrast with this conclusion, several investigations

have found that in patients with right brain damage the ‘right-

ward’ bias in mental-number space is not correlated with the se-

verity or the presence of an analogous attentional bias in visual

space (Rossetti et al., 2004; Doricchi et al., 2005, 2009; Loetscher

and Brugger, 2009; Loetscher et al., 2010; van Dijck et al., 2011;

Pia et al., in press). A similar dissociation was also recently docu-

mented in schizophrenic patients that suffer from a pathological

leftward spatial-attentional bias (Tian et al., 2011).

Here we sought to obtain a clearer picture of the mechanisms

allowing the use of the mental number line in humans by inves-

tigating whether orienting in a mental number space is supported

by the same mechanisms allowing the inspection of mental visual

images. This can be done by assessing whether neglect for smaller

numbers on the left side of the mental number line is functionally

and anatomically correlated with neglect for the left side of mental

visual images (Guariglia et al., 1993). One reliable instrument

for the evaluation of imagery neglect is the O’Clock task (Grossi

et al., 1989). In this task, patients are required to mentally recol-

lect the position of hours and minutes on a clock-face or to

mentally compare the amplitude between clock-hands’ angles

indicating different times within the right half (e.g. 2:20 versus

4:25) and the left half (e.g. 6:45 versus 7:40) of the clock-face.

Patients with right brain damage are likely to be worse at recol-

lecting hour positions and comparing clock-hands’ angles in the

left side of the clock-face (Grossi et al., 1989). Interestingly,

comparing the performance of patients with right brain damage

in the bisection of number intervals and in the O’Clock task

can directly reveal whether the origin of the bias towards higher

numbers on the mental number line is spatial-attentional or

whether it derives from a non-spatial-attentional impairment in

the representation of small magnitudes (Vuilleumier et al.,

2004). If the bias is a spatial-attentional one, then patients with

right brain damage should display a bias towards high numbers on

the right side of the mental number line and better performance

with small hour-numbers on the right side of the imagined clock

face. In contrast, if right brain damage disrupts an abstract, non-

spatial-attentional representation of small magnitudes, then

patients with right brain damage should display directionally

opposed biases in the two tasks, i.e. a bias towards high numbers

on the right side of the mental number line and better perform-

ance with high hour-numbers on the left side of the imagined

clock face.

Here, we report the results from two independent studies pro-

viding converging evidence in favour of the latter hypothesis.

Study 1

Participants
Nine patients with right brain damage admitted to the rehabilita-

tion unit of the Hôpital Henry Gabrielle (Lyon) and 10 age-

matched healthy controls were included in this study. Clinical

and demographic data of patients and controls are reported in

Table 1. Patients had no history of previous neurological illness,

and at the time of clinical and experimental examination they

were free from confusion and from temporal or spatial disorienta-

tion. On clinical examination, all patients showed a rightward at-

tentional bias either in the line bisection task (five trials, line length

200 mm; neglect cut-off score = 6.5 mm), in the star cancellation

task (Wilson et al., 1987; neglect cut-off score 544 cancelled

items) or in both tasks. In two cases (Cases 4 and 6), the bias

was below the cut-off score in both tasks. In each patient, the

localization and extent of brain damage was defined through CT

or MRI scan. Informed consent was obtained from all patients

prior to testing.

Experimental procedure
Patients and controls performed first a mental number interval bi-

section task (e.g. ‘What is the midway between 1 and 5?’; Session
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1) and then an ‘hour bisection’ task (e.g. ‘What is the midway hour

between 1 o’clock and 5 o’clock?’; Session 2). This order was used

to ensure that subjects would not be primed towards time numbers

before they performed the classical version of the test. In both

of these tasks, the same 3-, 5-, 7-, 9- and 11-unit number pairs

delimiting number/time intervals were verbally presented. All pairs

were presented in ascending/clockwise order with the smaller

number in the pair positioned at the beginning of the interval (the

complete list of intervals is reported in Supplementary Table 1).

Fifteen intervals were presented in each task and each of these

intervals was presented twice for a total of 30 trials in each task.

Trials were presented in pseudo-random order. The ‘hour bisection

task’ was performed facing a round clock-face (diameter = 145 mm)

with hour-numbers. It is crucial to note that in France the 24-h clock

is used. That is, times are not referred to using a.m. or p.m., but

rather children learn to tell the time as ‘2 heure’ (2 a.m.) or ‘14

heure’ (2 p.m.). It is important to note that on the clock face, half

of the pairs were oriented from left to right, i.e. with the smaller

number indicating the beginning of the interval on the left side of

the clock face and the higher number indicating the end of the

interval on the right side of the clock face (e.g. 9 o’clock to

15 o’clock) and the other half of the pairs were oriented from

right to left, i.e. with the smaller number indicating the beginning

of the interval on the right side of the clock face and the higher

number indicating the end of the interval on the left side of the

clock face (e.g. 3 o’clock to 9 o’clock). Left-to-right (L–R) pairs are

referred to as ‘congruent’ ones, because both spatial neglect for the

left side of the interval on the clock-face and a non-spatial deficit in

the representation of smaller numbers positioned at the beginning

of the interval predict a bisection bias towards larger hour/numbers

on the right side of the clock face. In contrast, right-to-left

pairs (R–L) are referred to as ‘incongruent’ since, crucially, left spa-

tial neglect should result in a bisection bias towards smaller

hour-numbers at the beginning of the interval on the right side of

the clock face whereas a non-spatial deficit in the representation

of smaller numbers should cause a bias towards larger numbers

towards the end of the interval on the left side of the clock face.

A strong emphasis was put on avoiding performing arithmetic cal-

culations during task performance.

Results
Individual error frequencies and bisection deviations (in units) from

the objective midpoint of number and hour intervals were used for

statistical analysis. Deviations towards numbers higher than the

interval midpoint were scored as positive ones, whereas deviations

towards numbers lower than the midpoint as negative ones.

Inspection of data showed that, in neglect patients, the number of

errors (range: 44.4–51.5%) and the bisection bias (range 0.25–0.90

units) were both significantly larger and positioned outside the error

range (3.33–21.6%) and the bisection bias range (�0.13 to 0.12

units) showed by healthy controls (Supplementary Table 2).

Individual bisection biases of neglect patients were entered in a

Task (number interval bisection, hour interval bisection)�Type of

trial (L–R congruent and R–L incongruent) within-subjects ANOVA.

Average bisection biases (with standard error) showed by neglect

patients in the two tasks and in the two types of trials are reported in

Fig. 1, together with confidence intervals gathered from the virtually

perfect performance of healthy controls. Two main results were

found. First, the bisection bias was not different both between the

two tasks [F(1,8) = 3.6, P = 0.15 not significant] and between con-

gruent L–R and incongruent R–L pairs [F(1,8) = 1.6, P = 0.24 not

significant]. Secondly, and crucially, the bisection bias in congruent

L–R and incongruent R–L did not change as a function of the task

[Task � Type of trial interaction: F(1.8) = 0.10, P = 0.76 not signifi-

cant]. Neglect severity in the line bisection and star cancellation

tasks was unrelated to the bias towards higher numbers in the

Number Interval Bisection task (Pearson’s r: line bisection all

P40.45; star cancellation all P40.2). Rightward bias in the line

bisection task was correlated with a decrease in the leftward bias

towards higher numbers in the bisection of incongruent R–L

hour-intervals on the clock-face (r = �0.6, P = 0.01). No other cor-

relation was present between neglect severity and biases in the bi-

section of hour-intervals on the clock-face (all P40.5).

Table 1 Study 1: clinical and demographic data of patients with right brain damage with spatial neglect and healthy controls

Patients
Case

Sex Age
(years)

Stroke onset
(months)

Lesion Line bisection
(200 mm) rightward
deviation (mm)

Star cancellation
cancelled items
(54)

1 F 60 5 Fronto-parietal 3 24

2 M 72 5.8 Capsulo-thalamic 34 43

3 M 46 7 Capsulo-lenticular 22 47

4 M 78 5.6 Fronto-parietal 3.4 49

5 F 75 3 Capsulo-lenticular 55 39

6 F 63 2.3 Capsulo-lenticular 4 47

7 F 41 2 Fronto-parietal 23 53

8 M 56 14.5 Parietal 30.4 14

9 M 75 1.2 Fronto-parietal 62 37

Controls
(n = 10)

M = 5 61.9
F = 5 SD 7.8

Age (years), stroke onset (months), line bisection (rightward deviation in mm from the objective line midpoint; line length = 200 mm), star cancellation (cancelled targets
over the total number of targets = 54; in all patients, missed items were in the left side of the test sheet).
F = female; M = male.
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Discussion
The findings from this study show that when neglect patients

bisect the same number intervals in the reversed right-to-left

clock version rather than in the putative default left-to-right

mental format, neither an inversion of the bias towards smaller

hour-numbers on the right side of the clock nor a significant re-

duction of the pathological bias towards higher hour-numbers is

observed. Most importantly, despite the rightward attentional bias

in the line bisection task correlated with a reduction of the left-

ward bias in the bisection of R–L incongruent hour-intervals, no

inversion of this latter bias was found. This shows that when a

spatial conflict between the rightward attentional bias of neglect

patient and the position of higher numbers in a number interval is

created by placing higher numbers on the left side of a clock-face,

the ‘winning’ format determining the number bisection bias is the

numerical one and not the spatial-attentional one. In line with

previous findings (Rossetti et al., 2004; Doricchi et al., 2005,

2009; Loetscher and Brugger, 2009; Loetscher et al., 2010; Tian

et al., 2011; van Dijck et al., 2011; Pia et al., in press), these

results suggest that the number bisection bias in patients with

right brain damage cannot be merely accounted for by defective

attentional processing of the left side of space, or of the left side

of a mental representation of number intervals; rather, they sug-

gest a non-spatial deficit in the representation of smaller number

magnitudes.

Study 2
Study 2 provided an independent test of the consistency of the

results from Study 1. In Study 2, two additional control conditions

were introduced: the inclusion of a sample of patients with right

brain damage without spatial neglect and the use of a purely im-

agery version of the O’Clock task.

Participants
In this second parallel study we directly assessed the functional

and anatomical relationships between neglect in mental number

space and neglect in mental imagery. The study was carried out

Figure 1 Study 1. (A) Averaged bisection biases (in number units, with standard error) reported by patients with right brain damaged

(right brain damage) with left spatial neglect in the number interval and hour interval bisection tasks. Intervals are delimited by congruent

number pairs directed from left-to-right on the clock-face (light grey) or by incongruent pairs directed from right-to-left on the clock-face

(dark grey). The endpoints of number/time intervals were presented verbally in ascending/clockwise order. Thin black lines superimposed

on graph bars represent the upper limits of the 99% confidence intervals gathered from the performance of healthy controls. Positive

values correspond to bisection bias towards numbers higher than the interval midpoint. It is important to note that in the hour bisection

task, an attentional explanation of the bisection bias predicts a positive bias towards numbers higher than the interval midpoint

(i.e. towards the right side of the clock face) with congruent left-to-right pairs and a negative bias towards numbers lower than the interval

midpoint (i.e. towards the right side of the clock face) with incongruent right-to-left pairs. This expectation is not confirmed by the

observation of a positive bias in the bisection of incongruent right-to-left pairs (i.e. of a bias towards numbers on the left-side of

the clock-face). (B) Spatial arrangement of hour-number intervals in the clock-face in congruent (left-to-right) and incongruent

(right-to-left) trials.
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on a sample of 37 patients with chronic right brain damage

admitted for physical and neuropsychological rehabilitation

at the Fondazione Santa Lucia Istituto Di Ricovero e Cura a

Carattere Scientifico (Rome). Patients were consecutively screened

for inclusion in the study on admission to rehabilitation training.

Patients with bilateral strokes, signs of dementia or history of pre-

vious neurological illness were excluded. At the time of clinical and

experimental examination, all patients were free from confusion

and from temporal or spatial disorientation. All patients gave their

informed consent for participating in the study.

Left visual spatial neglect was assessed with the line bisection

(five trials, line length 200 mm) and letter cancellation (Diller

et al., 1974) tasks. These tasks were chosen because they tap on

different visual spatial abilities (parallel distribution of attention for

the line bisection task and serial distribution of attention for the

letter cancellation task; Binder et al., 1992) and on partially non-

overlapping sectors of the right hemispheric parietal–frontal atten-

tional network (predominant role of parietal areas in line bisection

versus predominant role of frontal areas in multiple item cancella-

tion; Binder et al., 1992; Fink et al., 2000; Verdon et al., 2010). The

cut-off score for neglect on line bisection was taken from normative

data collected in a sample of 206 patients with right brain damage

by Azouvi et al. (2002; cut-off = 6.5 mm). The cut-off score for the

letter cancellation task was taken from normative data collected in a

sample of 140 patients with right brain damage by Pizzamiglio et al.

(1992; cut-off: left minus right omissions 44).

Sixteen patients had left spatial neglect (N + ) in both tasks

whereas 21 had normal performance in the same tasks (N� ).

These two groups differed both in the in-line bisection

[F(1,35) = 8.9, P50.01] and letter cancellation task [F(1,35 = 57,

P5 0.001]. Patients with and without left spatial neglect did not

differ in age [F(1,35) = 0.46, P = 0.49; mean age = 59.4 years] or

time elapsed from stroke onset [F(1,35) = 0.28, P = 0.59;

mean = 102.3 days]. Clinical and demographic data are reported

in Table 2.

Experimental procedure: behavioural
study
In separate sessions, patients performed two different tasks aimed

at the assessment of left side neglect-like symptoms in mental

number space and left side neglect in imagery space, respectively.

The first task was the number interval bisection task (Zorzi

et al., 2002). In this task, 3- (e.g. 4–6), 5- (e.g. 3–7), 7- (e.g.

2–8) and 9-unit number intervals (e.g. 1–9) taken from the first

three decades are verbally presented (the complete list of intervals

is reported in Supplementary Table 3). The two numbers defining

each interval are presented through headphones, both in ascend-

ing (48 trials) and descending order (48 trials). Patients are

required to speak out the number that is in the centre of the

interval without making arithmetic calculations. Deviations (in

units) towards a number smaller than the true interval midpoint

are coded as negative ones, whereas deviations towards a number

higher than the true interval midpoint are coded as positive ones.

For statistical analysis, individual deviations were entered in a

Group (left spatial neglect, normal performing) � Interval length

(3-, 5-, 7-, 9-unit) ANOVA. In this study, in an ensuing control

session, we asked patients to calculate the midpoint of number

intervals by applying the exact formula: i.e. summing the value of

interval endpoints and dividing the sum by two.

Neglect in mental imagery was assessed through the O’Clock

task (Grossi et al., 1989). In this task, in each trial, the examiner

verbally indicates two different times. Patients are asked to im-

agine the two different times on a mental clock face and report in

which of the two times clock hands have the greater angle. The

task includes 16 trials with times to be compared in the left side of

the imagined clock face (e.g. 7:30 and 8:30) and 16 trials with

times in the right side of the clock face (e.g. 3:30 and 4:30; the

complete list of intervals is reported in Supplementary Table 4). In

each participant, the left/right lateral bias is calculated with the

following formula: (number of correct responses on the left side �

numbers of correct responses on the right side)/(number of correct

responses on the left side + numbers of correct responses on the

right side)�100. Positive values indicate leftward imagery bias

whereas negative values indicate rightward imagery bias. For stat-

istical analysis, individual laterality scores were entered in a

one-way Group (left spatial neglect, normal performing) ANOVA.

Correlation among visual neglect,
neglect in mental number space,
imagery neglect and measures of
working memory
We systematically explored in the entire sample of 37 patients the

correlations (Pearson’s r) among the severity of visual neglect, the

Table 2 Study 2: clinical data of patients with right brain damage with (N + ) and without (N�) left spatial neglect

n Age (years) Stroke onset (days) Line bisection (length 200 mm) Letter cancellation

Left Right

Neglect (N + ) 16

Mean 60.8 83.06 10.9 7.8 29

SD 7.6 160.9 9.4 14.7 17.3

No neglect (N�) 21

Mean 58.3 117.1 2.8 51 49.6

SD 12.8 210.4 7 3.4 1.9

Age (years), stroke onset (days), line bisection (rightward deviation in millimetre from the objective line midpoint), letter cancellation (cancelled targets in the left and in the
right side of the display; maximum score is 53 on the left and 51 on the right).
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lateral bias in the bisection of number intervals and the severity of

imagery neglect in the O’Clock task. For the severity of visual

neglect, we used two indexes: (i) the lateral deviation (in

millimetres) from the objective centre in the bisection of 200 mm

horizontal lines (with positive scores indicating rightward bias and

negative scores indicating leftward bias); and (ii) the mean hori-

zontal location of the cancelled items in the letter cancellation task

(i.e. the Centre of Cancellation; Binder et al., 1992). This index

was calculated by averaging the individual positions of cancelled

letters. The position of cancelled items was measured in mm with

respect to the centre of the test sheet. Positive values were as-

signed to items positioned to the right of the page centre and

negative values to items positioned to the left of the page

centre. This index provides a more accurate measure of the lateral

spatial bias as compared to indices based on the number of can-

celled items (Rorden and Karnath, 2010). For the number interval

bisection tasks, the mean bisection bias (in units) of 3-, 5-, 7- and

9-unit intervals and the line regression slope describing the bisec-

tion bias as a function of interval length were taken as perform-

ance indices. For the imagery neglect, the laterality score from the

O’Clock task was used.

Based on previous findings (Doricchi et al., 2005, 2009;

Bachmann et al., 2010; Fias et al., 2011; van Dijck et al.,

2011), we also reinvestigated the correlations between measures

of spatial (Corsi span) and verbal (Digit span) working memory

and the indexes describing biases in the bisection of number

intervals.

Results
In line with previously observed dissociations between left

visual-spatial neglect and neglect-like behaviour in the mental bi-

section of number intervals (Rossetti et al., 2004; Doricchi et al.,

2005, 2009; Loetscher and Brugger, 2009; Loetscher et al., 2010;

van Dijck et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2011), the performance of

patients with and without left spatial neglect did not differ in

the number interval bisection task [Group: F(1,35) = 1.8, P = 0.2;

Group � Interval Length: F(3,105) = 1.01, P = 0.38; Table 3 and

Fig. 2]. Notably, in the same task, a typical effect of interval

length was found, so that the longer the interval was the higher

the bisection bias towards higher numbers in the interval [Interval

Length: F(3,105) = 18, P50.001]. In the control version of the

number interval bisection task (i.e. calculating the midpoint of

number intervals by applying the exact formula: i.e. summing

the value of interval endpoints and dividing the sum by 2), the

performance of patients was virtually perfect (52% error rate).

Also in line with previous findings (Guariglia et al., 1993), left

visual spatial neglect was unrelated to imagery neglect in the

O’Clock task, where patients with and without left spatial neglect

showed comparable lateral asymmetries [Group: F(1,35) = 0.44,

P = 0.51; Table 3; Supplementary Fig. 1].

Correlation analyses
No significant correlations between neglect severity in the line

bisection or letter cancellation task and equivalent rightward

biases in the number interval bisection and O’Clock task were

found (Table 4). In contrast, we found significant correlations be-

tween the bisection bias towards high numbers on the putative

‘right’ side of long mental number intervals (7- and 9-unit intervals

and regression slope over all interval lengths) and a directionally

opposite bias in the O’Clock task, i.e. better performance

with high numbers on the left side of the imagined clock face

(Table 4). Importantly, this finding shows that defective processing

of smaller magnitudes in a number interval was present both when

these magnitudes were mapped on the left and the right side of a

mental visual image.

The significant correlation between the bias towards higher

numbers in the bisection of number intervals and the bias towards

higher hour-numbers in the O’Clock task, was explored in more

detail by considering separately intervals belonging to each of the

three different decades included in the number interval bisection

task (i.e. 1–9, 11–19, 21–29). We discovered that the results

of previous analyses were entirely accounted for by the highly

significant correlations between the deviation towards higher

time-numbers in the O’Clock tasks and the deviation towards

Table 3 Study 2: mean scores (with SD) of patients with right brain damage with and without left spatial neglect in the
O’Clock and number interval bisection tasks

n O’clock Numbers interval bisection

Interval length

3 units 5 units 7 units 9 units Slope

Neglect (N + ) 16

Mean �4.73 �0.22 0.02 0.29 0.65 0.14

SD 15.57 0.52 0.26 0.39 0.84 0.18

No neglect (N�) 21

Mean �2.05 �0.15 �0.07 0.13 0.34 0.08

SD 8.79 0.24 0.18 0.34 0.54 0.11

In the O’Clock task, negative scores correspond to better performance with hour-numbers in the right half of the imagined clock face. In the number interval bisections
tasks, for each interval length (3-, 5-, 7- and 9-units), positive scores correspond to bisection deviation (in units) towards numbers higher than the interval midpoint and

negative scores correspond to deviation towards numbers smaller than the midpoint. The slope is the value of the slope of the regression line describing bisection deviations
as a function of number interval length. Positive slope values correspond to increasing deviation towards numbers higher than the interval midpoint for increasing interval
lengths.
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higher numbers in the bisection of long number intervals belong-

ing to the first decade (7-unit intervals: 1–7, 2–8, 3–9; 9-unit

interval: 1–9; regression slope over all interval lengths; Table 5).

This result was confirmed by a series of multiple regression ana-

lyses (Table 6) and shows that right brain damage specifically

interferes with the mental representation and manipulation of

the smallest magnitudes in the series of ascending positive inte-

gers. In an additional control analysis (Supplementary material),

we verified that the selective correlation between the bias in the

bisection of number intervals from the first decade and the bias

towards higher hour-numbers in the O’Clock task was not due to

the use of different strategies in the bisection of number intervals

from the first compared to intervals from the second and third

decades.

Finally, in light of this set of results, we reanalysed data

from the number interval bisection task administered in the first

study. We found that, for all interval lengths (i.e. 11-, 9-, 7-, 5-,

3-unit), the smaller the starting point of the interval (starting

ranges: 1–5, 7–11, 13–17) the higher the deviation towards num-

bers higher than the interval midpoint [F(2,16) = 5.3, P = 0.01;

Supplementary Tables 1, 5 and 6].

Figure 2 Study 2. Performance of patients with right brain damage with (N + ) and without (N� ) left spatial neglect in the number

interval bisections tasks (mean deviations of the two groups from the interval midpoint with standard deviation; see also legend

in Table 3).

Table 4 Study 2: correlations (Pearsons’ r with
corresponding P-values) between deviations in the bisec-
tion of number intervals (3-, 5-, 7- and 9-units intervals and
slope of the regression line describing bisection deviations
as a function of interval length) and lateral biases in the
O’Clock, line bisection and letter cancellation tasks

Number interval bisection

Interval length

3 units 5 units 7 units 9 units Slope

O’Clock �0.11 0.04 0.40 0.34 0.33

P-value 0.52 0.83 0.01 0.04 0.04

Line bisection �0.37 �0.22 �0.22 0.06 0.18

P-value 0.02 0.18 0.19 0.71 0.28

Letter cancellation �0.01 0.15 0.21 0.14 0.12

P-value 0.96 0.37 0.22 0.42 0.49

For the O’Clock task, positive r-values indicate correlations between leftward

bias in the O’Clock task (i.e. better performance with higher hour-numbers)
and ‘rightward’ bias towards higher numbers in the bisection of number intervals.
For the line bisection and letter cancellation tasks, positive r-values indicate
correlations between rightward bias in these tasks and ‘rightward’ bias towards
higher numbers in the bisection of number intervals. Correlations were calculated
in the entire sample of patients with right brain damage.

Table 5 Correlations (Pearsons’ r with corresponding
P-values) between deviations in the bisection of number
intervals belonging to the first (1–10), second (11–20) and
third decade (21–30) (3-, 5-, 7- and 9-units intervals and
slope of the regression line describing bisection deviations
as a function of interval length) and lateral biases in the
O’Clock task

Number interval bisection

Interval length

3 units 5 units 7 units 9 units Slope

O’Clock

First decade �0.03 0.09 0.49 0.45 0.39

P-value 0.84 0.59 0.00 0.01 0.02

Second decade 0.05 �0.14 0.15 �0.17 �0.14

P-value 0.78 0.42 0.37 0.31 0.42

Third decade �0.13 0.07 0.30 0.08 0.15

P-value 0.43 0.66 0.07 0.63 0.36

Correlations were calculated in the entire sample of patients with right brain
damage.
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Spatial working memory scores were negatively correlated both

with the slope describing number bisection biases as a function of

number interval length (Pearson’s r = �0.32, P = 0.05 both for

raw scores and for scores corrected for age and educational

level) and with the bias in the bisection of 7-unit intervals

(raw scores: r = �0.39, P = 0.01; corrected scores: r = �0.35,

P = 0.04). The same negative correlation approached significance

for the bisection of 9-unit intervals (r = �0.27, P = 0.10 both for

raw and corrected Corsi scores). These findings confirm the rela-

tionship between spatial working memory impairments and

number interval bisection bias (Doricchi et al., 2005, 2009; Fias

et al., 2011; van Dijck et al., 2011).

Anatomical study
To shed light on the origin of the associations and dissociations

found in the behavioural data, we investigated the anatomical

correlates of rightward bias in the line bisection, letter cancellation,

number interval bisection and O’Clock tasks. This was done by

using the voxel-based lesion–symptom mapping (VLSM) technique

(Bates et al., 2003), which allows analysing continuous behav-

ioural data on a voxel-by-voxel basis and evaluating statistical

similarity between the anatomical correlates of different behav-

ioural tasks. We also defined the localization of VLSM lesion

peaks on the DTI based reconstruction of subcortical white

matter fibre pathways (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011a;

Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011b).

Voxel-based lesion–symptom mapping

Following mapping of individual lesions based on 1.5 T MRI scans

(Supplementary material), we performed a VLSM analysis (Bates,

2003) to produce anatomical maps representing the Z statistics of

the voxel-wise comparison between the average performance

scores of the groups of patients with, versus without, lesion of

a given voxel. This allows for isolation of lesioned voxels that

predict rightward bias in the number interval bisection, O’Clock,

line bisection and letter cancellation tasks. We used the

non-parametric Brunner–Munzel test (Brunner and Munzel,

2000) to perform statistical comparisons on a voxel-wise basis,

as implemented in the NPM and MRIcron software (Rorden

et al., 2007). Brunner–Munzel tests were performed at each

voxel using the performance measure as dependent variable. In

order to avoid producing inflated Z-scores, tests were run using

permutation derived correction (permFWE; Kimberg et al., 2007;

Medina et al., 2010). This procedure is assumption-free and more

powerful compared to other procedures, such as the Bonferroni

correction (Kimberg et al., 2007). P significance level was set at

0.05. Only voxels affected in at least three cases were included in

the analysis.

Using the VLSM Matlab toolbox, we also investigated the cor-

relations among the anatomical maps of the bisection bias towards

higher numbers in the number interval bisection task (regression

slope over all interval lengths) and rightward bias in the O’Clock,

line bisection and letter cancellation task.

Mapping of VLSM lesion peaks on white matter
pathways

The localization of VLSM lesion peaks on white matter pathways

was determined in MNI space using the diffusion tensor imaging-

based atlases by Thiebaut de Schotten et al. (2011a, b) and by

Oishi et al. (2008). White matter pathways were visualized using

MRICron software (Rorden et al., 2007b).

Results

The anatomical results gathered from the study of the whole

sample of 37 patients with right brain damage are reported in

Fig. 3. The VLSM analysis showed that the rightward bias in the

line bisection task was correlated with a subcortical lesion located

in the white matter below the rostral sector of the supramarginal

gyrus [Brodmann area (BA) 40] in the inferior parietal lobule. In

Table 6 Study 2: results of the multiple regression analyses (standard method) assessing the relationship between the
rightward bias in the performance of the O’Clock task (dependent variable) and the following independent variables:
(i) the bias towards higher numbers in the bisection of 7-unit intervals belonging to the first, second and third decade;
(ii) the bias towards higher numbers in the bisection of 9-unit intervals belonging to the first, second and third decade;
and (iii) the slope of the regression line describing the bisection deviation as a function of interval length (3-, 5-, 7-
and 9-unit intervals) in the first, second and third decade

B b T P Decade

7-unit interval 11.7 0.52 2.8 0.007 First

(R = 0.52, R2 = 0.27, F = 4.2, P = 0.01) �5.2 �0.23 �1.1 0.25 Second

3.9 0.18 0.8 0.38 Third

9-unit interval 4.8 0.47 2.9 0.006 First

(R = 0.48, R2 = 0.23, F = 3.4, P = 0.03) �1.6 �0.14 �0.95 0.35 Second

�1 �0.06 �0.38 0.7 Third

Slope bisection error (9-, 7-, 5- and 3-unit intervals) 31.8 0.53 2.9 0.006 First

(R = 0.50, R2 = 0.25, F = 3.7, P = 0.01) �11.3 �0.17 �1.04 0.3 Second

�5.9 �0.08 �0.42 0.67 Third
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Figure 3 Study 2. (A) Representative slices from maps showing the anatomical correlates of the rightward attentional bias in the line

bisection, letter cancellation, number interval bisection and O’Clock tasks in the entire sample of patients with right brain damage. The

localization of lesion peaks is defined in MNI coordinates. Maps show the Z-statistics calculated with Brunner and Munzel rank order

statistics with permutation derived correction (Brunner and Munzel, 2000; Medina et al., 2010) All peaks are significant at P50.05 level.

(B) Representative slices showing the localization of the VLSM anatomical peaks of each task in the white matter pathways: superior

longitudinal fasciculus third branch (green); arcuate fasciculus (purple); pathway linking the superior frontal gyrus and the supplementary

motor area with the middle and inferior frontal gyrus (red).
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agreement with the role of parietal–frontal disconnection in spatial

neglect (Doricchi and Tomaiuolo, 2003; Thiebaut de Schotten

et al., 2005; Bartolomeo et al., 2007; He et al., 2007; Doricchi

et al., 2009; Shinoura et al., 2009; Verdon et al., 2010), this lesion

causes a disconnection of the second and third most ventral

branches of the superior longitudinal fasciculus and of the arcuate

fasciculus. These pathways link inferior parietal with inferior-

middle frontal areas (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011b). The

bias in the letter cancellation task was correlated with two con-

comitant lesions: a subcortical parietal lesion corresponding to that

found for the line bisection task and another subcortical lesion

located in the white matter below the frontal cortex. This anterior

lesion produces a double disconnection encroaching both on the

rostral projections of the third branch of the superior longitudinal

fasciculus (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011a, b) and on a path-

way linking the supplementary motor area and the superior frontal

gyrus with the inferior frontal gyrus (Lawes et al., 2008; Oishi

et al. 2008; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2012). Importantly, the

bias towards higher numbers in the bisection of number intervals

(as indexed by the line regression slope describing the bisection

bias as a function of interval length) was correlated to a

sub-cortical frontal lesion that was virtually coincident to that

found in the letter cancellation task. This correlation was present

both when the bias was measured over all decades and when the

bias was measured within the first decade. In contrast, the number

bisection bias was not correlated with the subcortical parietal

lesion that disrupted performance in the line bisection and letter

cancellation tasks. The bias towards small numbers on the right

side of the imagined clock face was produced by cortical–

sub-cortical lesion in the middle temporal gyrus. Converging evi-

dence from lesion, functional MRI and diffusion–perfusion MRI

investigations (Committeri et al., 2004; Medina et al., 2009;

Verdon et al., 2010; Khurshid et al., 2012) show that this ventral

high-level visual processing area codes the inherent left and right

side of visual objects, which, like clock faces, maintain their

left-to-right orientation independently of changes in their absolute

position with respect to the observer (i.e. ‘object centred’ coord-

inates). The evaluation of the statistical similarity between the

anatomical correlates of the different behavioural tasks confirmed

the anatomical dissociations documented by the main VLSM ana-

lyses (Supplementary Figs 2–4). The results from this series of

analyses were confirmed in a series of supplementary VLSM ana-

lyses that were run to control for the influence of lesion size

(Supplementary material and Supplementary Figs 6–11).

Interestingly (Fig. 4), the main VLSM analysis showed that the

bias towards higher numbers on the left side of the clock face was

correlated with subcortical frontal damage located underneath the

supplementary motor area and the superior frontal gyrus and

impinging on callosal connections directed to these areas and to

the lateral prefrontal cortex (BA 6, 8, 9, 44, 45 and 46; Chao

et al., 2009). This type of lesion is therefore in a good anatomical

location to cause a functional disruption, and disconnection from

the left hemisphere, of the right frontal network whose lesion

correlates with the bias towards higher numbers in the number

Figure 4 Study 2. VLSM correlates of the leftward bias towards higher hour-numbers in the O’ Clock task. (A) Localization of the VLSM

peak in MNI coordinates (21, 11 and 27). (B) Localization of the VLSM peak on diffusion tensor imaging based reconstruction of white

matter fibre pathways (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011b). The peak is located on callosal fibres projecting to lateral prefrontal and frontal

areas, according to cyto-architectural parcellation and high angular resolution diffusion imaging tractography (see Fig. 5 in Chao et al.,

2009; Target cortical areas: BA 6, 8, 9, 44, 45 and 46).
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interval bisection task (i.e. supplementary motor area–superior

frontal gyrus–inferior frontal gyrus). When the same analysis was

repeated taking into account lesion size, two additional lesion

peaks emerged (Supplementary material and Supplementary Fig.

11). The first peak was located in the frontal section of the su-

perior longitudinal fasciculus. The second peak was located at the

level of the Jensen sulcus, separating the angular from the supra-

marginal gyrus in the inferior parietal lobule. This lesion is located

just below the horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus, an

area that is classically related to number processing (Dehaene

et al., 2003). The finding that damage to the parietal number

module in the right hemisphere produces a deficit in the process-

ing of small numbers located on the ipsilesional right-side of the

mental clock-face rather than an attentional deficit for the con-

tralesional left side of the mental clock-face, further supports the

abstract-representational rather than spatial-attentional nature of

the number processing deficit observed in patients with right brain

damage.

Discussion
Several studies have documented systematic dissociations between

left spatial neglect-like behaviour in the mental bisection of

number intervals, i.e. bias towards higher numbers on the putative

right side of a number interval, and the presence or severity of left

visual spatial neglect (Rossetti et al., 2004; Doricchi et al., 2005,

2009; Loetscher and Brugger, 2009; Loetscher et al., 2010;

Rossetti et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2011; van Dijck et al., 2011;

Pia et al., in press). This study allowed us to test the consistency

of two alternative hypotheses that might have still pointed to a

link between the number bisection bias observed in right brain

damage and pathological lateral biases of spatial attention.

First, neglect in imagery space can be dissociated from neglect

in visual space (Guariglia et al., 1993). Thus, it could be argued

that dissociations between neglect-like behaviours along the

mental number line and neglect in visual space do not necessarily

imply that neglect for the mental number line has no spatial origin

and that, on the contrary, neglect in number space is nothing but

a special instance of imagery neglect. Results from our study show

that orienting in mental number intervals has a peculiar status that

does not correspond, both from neural and functional standpoints,

to orienting in imagery space. The correlation between the seem-

ingly ‘rightward’ bias towards higher numbers in the bisection of

number intervals and a leftward, rather than rightward, bias in an

imagined clock-face, shows that the number interval bisection bias

in patients with right brain damage does not rely on a spatial

read-out, i.e. it cannot be taken as an index of left spatial-imagery

neglect.

Secondly, lesion studies and functional MRI evidence have

demonstrated that the inherent left and right sides of visual ob-

jects (i.e. object-centred spatial coordinates) are coded in a right

middle temporal area (Committeri et al., 2004; Medina et al.,

2009; Verdon et al., 2010; Khurshid et al., 2012). It would be

reasonable to hypothesize that this area is in charge of coding

spatially oriented mental lines used to represent series of ascend-

ing numbers, days in a week, months in a year and so on

(Eagleman, 2009). Therefore, neglect-like behaviour in the bisec-

tion of number intervals could be considered a special instance

of object-centred neglect. This would entail that dissociations be-

tween ego-centred neglect and biases in the bisection of number

intervals do not necessarily mean that number intervals are not

coded spatially and that, on the contrary, they are coded in

object- rather than ego-centred spatial coordinates. The anatom-

ical findings from the second study demonstrate that number

intervals are not coded in brain areas that help the recollection

of number positions within objects that, like a clock-face, have an

inherent left-to-right orientation. This finding is in agreement with

psychophysical evidence suggesting no intrinsic spatial organiza-

tion of number magnitudes (Iuculano and Butterworth, 2011;

Karolis et al., 2011).

These two negative findings from our study are counterba-

lanced by the positive finding that biases towards higher numbers

in the bisection of number intervals are due to disruption of a

non-spatial abstract representation of small numbers or, in other

words, that the right hemisphere supports the representation of

small numerical magnitudes independently from their spatial map-

ping on the left or the right side of a mental layout. Taken to-

gether, these results have a number of interesting implications and

can provide a unitary explanation of contrasting findings that were

reported in the literature.

It has been reported that when patients with right brain damage

have to choose between a left side and a right side button-press

to decide whether a number is smaller or larger than the centre

(i.e. 5) of a number interval (i.e. 1–9) or whether an hour-number

comes earlier or later than a central reference on an imagined

clock face (i.e. 6 o’clock), their reaction times are slower both

for small numbers on the left side of the mental number line

and for high hour-numbers on the left side of the clock-face

(Vuilleumier et al., 2004). Unlike these manual reaction time

tasks, the tasks used in our study required no left versus right

coding of the response. We show that, in this case, the deficit

of right brain damage is no longer related to the left side of the

mental number line and the left side of the clock face but rather,

to the processing of small number magnitudes, independently of

their spatial localization on the putative left side of a number

interval or on the right side of a clock-face. This finding import-

antly suggests that the left-to-right arrangement of ascending

positive integers is not inherent to number magnitudes and that

it is rather elicited by the explicit left versus right coding of the

motor responses that are used to provide an estimate of number

magnitude (Ansorge and Wuhr, 2004; Keus and Schwarz, 2005;

Gevers et al., 2010). This interpretation provides a coherent ex-

planation for the absence of a systematic relationship between the

presence and severity of left spatial neglect and the bias towards

high numbers in the bisection of number intervals. The verbal

bisection of number intervals does not require the left versus

right spatial coding of responses and, consequently, does not

induce a mental left-to-right arrangement of numbers that

would be vulnerable to left spatial neglect. In contrast, the same

interpretation predicts that the severity of left spatial or imagery

neglect is correlated with an equivalent bias in reaction time to

numbers when, like in the magnitude or hour comparison task, the

left versus right coding of the manual response induces a
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left-to-right arrangement of adjacent number magnitudes along a

mental-spatial continuum where spatial distances correspond to

numerical distances between numbers to be compared (e.g. 4 is

closer to 5 than 2 is to 5). We note that the same correlation

between bias in reaction times and neglect severity could not be

found in odd–even judgements where left versus right motor re-

sponses are related to categorical rather than quantitative judge-

ments (Kosslyn et al., 1989; e.g. 4 is not more or less ‘even’ than

2 when compared with 5).

The anatomical dissociations documented in our study also pro-

vide a coherent account for the finding that patients with right

brain damage and with slowed reaction time both to numbers on

the left side of the mental number line and to hour-numbers on

the left side of an imagined clock face, can exhibit a SNARC effect

only for hours on the clock-face (Vuilleumier et al., 2004).

Our anatomical findings (Doricchi et al., 2003, 2009) show that

in right brain damage the deficit in the processing of small number

magnitudes depends on lesion involvement of frontal areas.

Interestingly, frontal areas regulate the association of left versus

right motor responses to spatially congruent or incongruent stimuli

(Matsumoto et al., 2004). Consequently, right frontal damage can

disrupt both the representations of small number magnitudes and

the association of left versus right responses to number magni-

tudes, thus precluding the appearance of the SNARC effect.

Abolition of the SNARC by transcranial magnetic inactivation of

the right superior and inferior frontal areas supports this interpret-

ation (Rusconi et al., 2011). In contrast, the SNARC can be pre-

served in the O’Clock task because, in this case, the reaction times

bias for hour-numbers on the right side of the clock-face can be

due to left side object-centred neglect, which depends on lesion of

high-order visual areas that do not contribute to the SNARC

effect.

Our data offer the challenging conclusion that the right hemi-

sphere has a specific competence in representing and managing

small numerical arabic magnitudes in the course of approximate

numerical intuitions, such as estimating the midpoint of a number

interval without applying exact calculations. More precisely, the

specialization of the right hemisphere seems to concern the smal-

lest arabic magnitudes belonging to the first decade. This func-

tional advantage might be rooted in the dominance of the right

hemisphere in the visual-spatial analysis of the numerousness of

small sets of one to four visual items (i.e. subitizing; Ansari et al.,

2007; Vetter et al., 2011) and is compatible both with the sensi-

tivity of the right hemisphere to arabic notation (Cohen Kadosh

et al., 2007; Piazza et al., 2007) and with its role in approximate

numerical judgements (see Piazza et al. 2007 for a concise review

of evidence). In line with our study, recent event-related potential

investigations point out that right hemispheric dominance could

extend to the processing of small arabic digits and not be limited

to visual-spatial subitizing. This is suggested by findings showing

that in patients with right brain damage the P300 response is

delayed for small (i.e. ‘1’) as compared with large spoken numer-

ical targets (i.e. ‘8’; Priftis et al., 2008) and that in healthy par-

ticipants visual arabic cues evoke parietal and frontal event-related

potential components that are relatively larger over the left hemi-

sphere for large numbers (i.e. ‘8’ and ‘9’) and over the right

hemisphere for small numbers (i.e. ‘1’ and ‘2’; Ranzini et al.,

2009).

Neurophysiological studies in the monkey and functional MRI

investigations in humans show that estimating and manipulating

number magnitudes depends on a bilateral parietal–frontal net-

work (Dehaene, 2009). Both the posterior module of the network

in the intraparietal sulcus and the anterior module in the pre-

frontal cortex are endowed with populations of neurons showing

Gaussian tuning to specific numerosities (Nieder and Miller, 2004).

The parietal module provides fast initial decoding of numerosity

whereas the prefrontal module helps numerosity processing in

working memory (Nieder and Miller, 2004) and high-level func-

tions such as the application of simple rules (i.e. ‘greater/less

than’; Bongard and Nieder, 2010), the appreciation of proportions

between different magnitudes (Vallentin and Nieder, 2010) and

the association of visual numerosities with Arabic symbols

(Diester and Nieder, 2007). Interestingly, a short-term shift from

prevalent prefrontal to parietal activity is observed in adults acquir-

ing familiarity with new arithmetic problems and an equivalent

long-term shift is observed across developmental acquisition of

mathematical competence in children (Ansari et al., 2005; Rivera

et al., 2005; Ansari and Dhital, 2006). Both of these observations

are congruent with the negative effect of right frontal damage on

the performance of human adults facing the unusual task of bi-

secting a number interval. The impact of right frontal damage on

the representation of small magnitudes and the number bisection

bias can be mediated by a number of different mechanisms. First,

the bisection bias might be caused by defective voluntary access

to intact representations of small magnitudes in the parietal

module. Dissociation between preserved automatic and defective

voluntary access has been proposed to explain normal SNARC in

categorical odd-parity judgements performed by right brain

damage showing number bisection bias (Priftis et al., 2006).

However, other authors have argued that preserved SNARC

might depend on the maintained ability of managing associations

between small/large numbers and left/right motor responses

(Gevers et al., 2010) rather than on spared automatic access to

number representations. Alternatively, it can be proposed that due

to dense white matter interconnections, a frontal lesion causes a

general functional breakdown of the entire hemispheric number

network, producing functional hypoactivation in the representa-

tions of small number magnitudes in structurally undamaged par-

ietal areas. Our study confirmed that defective spatial working

memory was correlated with biased bisection of number intervals

(Doricchi et al., 2005, 2009; Bachmann et al., 2010; Fias et al.,

2011: Rossetti et al., 2011; van Dijck et al., 2011): this suggests

that defective activation of small number representations could

have been particularly detrimental for the bisection of large 7-

and 9-unit number intervals, because bisection of these intervals

implies processing large sets of numerical items and stronger com-

petition for cognitive resources in working memory, which can

penalize items that are more weakly represented.

To summarize, our investigation demonstrates that a patho-

logical bias towards higher numbers in the mental sequence of

ascending integers (i.e. the usually assumed left-to-right mental

number line) can stem from the disruption of the abstract

non-spatial representations of small number magnitudes. It is
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worth noting that in terms of cultural evolution, neural represen-

tations of number magnitudes that are free from spatial-directional

coding can be considered multipotent-plastic structures that can

easily be recycled (Dehaene and Cohen, 2007) and tailored to

learn and organize the mental sequence of natural numbers ac-

cording to different culture-dependent reading styles. In conclu-

sion, the results of our study provide clues that help to clarify the

interaction between spatial and mathematical reasoning and sug-

gest that the term ‘mental number line’ can be used properly only

if devoid of fixed spatial connotations, just to indicate overlapping

in the representation of numerically adjacent magnitudes.
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